Droevendalia 89 – Offieciële Droevendaalse Vrijstaatcourant – Juli 2015 – Zonder Gelatine
Always appears at the right moment!

Pikorde
Orde is het halve leve
De andere helft is pikken

Dear Droevendalers
It is summertime and Droevendaal
takes it easy. People are lying in the
grass, eating ice cream, the gardens
turn into a jungle since many people
are away, wandering around Europe.
Wandering around.
Yes, the Droevendalers have wanderlust. Hopefully some stay home to
take care of all those animals! You
will be surprised about the animal caboodle that is living on
Droevendaal.
It was harsh times for those animals,
with the killer-fox around, licking his
whiskers. Nevertheless the Droevendalers remained cheerful since the
spring is the best time of the year.
Love was in the air, captured in
songs. Murga was danced feverish
on the field and the music from
many guitars was heard floating on
the warm evening breeze.
Now a new Droevendalia can be read
in that same breeze, best with some
ice cream in the grass. A mix of scientific analysis, entertaining stories
and capturing first-hand accounts,
representing Droef: Chaotic, spontaneous, epicurean, cat loving, dreamy,
welcoming but most of all: appearing
at the right moment, as always!
– Beerentijd –
The editors: Sophie (81), Johannes
(91) & Roos (81)

Frantic summer editing, which is not made easier by things like the Tropical Party @ 107: DJ ‘De Snor’ (ex-87)

Summer tips:
- Enjoy the little things  hiking on the Hoge Veluwe
- Virtual train traveling, make a journey from your desk. youtube.
- Klimacamp, a camp to learn about climate change and do actions against
it. 7-17 august http://www.klimacamp-im-rheinland.de
- Buitenkunst, an art festival where you can follow workshops in music,
dance, painting, theater and writing while camping in the woods. 11 july
– 22 august http://www.buitenkunstdrenthe.nl/
- Bicycle trip to Zeeland. Go to the Oranje zone, a natural park, or bring a
visit to Loverendale, a biodynamic farm. http://www.loverendale.nl/
- Go on holiday in your own body
- Xavier Rudd. Wednesday 15 July. Woodstock 69, Bloemendaal.
- Coco rosie. Saturday 18 July. Paradiso, Amsterdam.
- - Experience life in an ecovillage
http://www.eurotopia.de
-Ikje- Droeffest - Get involved!
Summer vibes,
- Board game nights
- Water balloon fights
- Weeding / Harvest Exchange: Ask yAt a nice relaxed afternoon in the first
our neighbours to look after your
week of the holiday it was time for some
good beers with friends in a café. Before
garden and pets while you are gone
leaving I offered to pay and asked the
and vice versa!
gorgeous guy behind the bar for the bill.
- Fire juggling
I looked into the eyes of this wildly at- Try to lure new ducks
tractive man just before entering my
- Gather all the cats in one place and
pincode, which caused a fatal disconnecsee what happens
tion in my brain with as result that the
- Bubble football
code was vanished. Now half a week
- Boat trip
later I still don’t remember my code,
- Gardening
while I keep thinking of this smoking hot
- Big sleep over outside
gentleman…
Let the summer start!

WHAT COULD BE ORGANIZED:
- 6-kamp between the houses
- Bicycle repair day
- Outdoor cinema day
- More creative writing workshops
- Do a literature reading meeting (concept at www.litup.ch)
- Food on the street festival – Long tables on the street for joint eating
- Paradise Walk, the musical second edition

All new inhabitants of Droevendaal: ‘Welcome!’

Elise and Sam, new inhabitants of Droef 49
What is going through your mind, arriving on Droevendaal?

Hello!

Gezellig!
Happy!
Colourfull!
Beans!

Neighbours!
Holiday! Freedom!
Vegan lasagna!
Thank you!

Did you like to receive the welcome package?
I am looking for a successor to make the
package. Please send an email to
roosgeit@hotmail.com if you are interested.
Roos (81)

The Droef killer fox
In the spring of 2015, in a little village
called ‘Droevendaal’ where it was always
peace and love suddenly horror appears;
there was a serial killer active! Secretly
every night some of them were caught by
the murderer and ripped apart. Traces
were left behind but the murderer could
not be caught. The scurrying residents of
the little village became suspicious; they
didn’t trust each other anymore. Who was
this murderer in the night?! They pointed

at each other but nobody confessed. Tok
tok tok, they said  translated: It’s the big
one, the white one with the red lobes of 59!
Or another day they said: Pok pok pok 
translated: No no, it’s the mottled one of
31! He looks
always so scary!
None of them thought about the fact there
are other creatures in this world roaming
around droef looking for juicy snacks. So
the murdering continued…

Mmm, what am I
smelling here?

It’s the big
one!

Testimonies:
A whole chain of cries of despair, warnings and advice were expressed on the droef facebook.
Lucia Zwart 25 mei om 11:18 39

Dominique Sleijpen 4 juni om 14:59 107

Hello sweet neighbours,
just wanted to warn you to check
your chicken dens for holes.
Yesterday two of our chickens
and our rooster have been killed
by a fox frown-emoticon
So if anyone has a "spare"
rooster this year, 39 would very
much like one smile-emoticon
Liefs, Lucia

Hello Droevies

Jo Hannes 5 juni om 9:32 91
Tonight our chickens were slain frown-

I have the sad news that all our
chickens, except from 1, have been
killed this very early morning.. probably by a fox, marten, weasel,..
The ´lucky´ one, which was broody and
therefor safe in the house, is now
alone and it seems like a bit in
shock. We took her off the nest (without eggs) and she is now separated on
a piece of grass.. so no change to be
broody. Is there any house that would
like to take over our orphan chicken?
Would that work well to join her into
another coop with chickens? Please let
us know!
Cheers, by 107

emoticon
The door was closed but not secured. So
really keep it tight if you still have
yours. (91)

Kiki Ubbink 5 juni om 21:01 69
Hello Droefies!
Is there someone who could close the
chickenhouses of 69? (There are 2)
I'm not able to, and the fox has her
highway through our backyard:(

Ellen Maaskant 10 juni om 7:29 67
The fox killed 3 of our chickens at 6 am this
morning at barack 67. Thanks to our neighbor
our other chickens were saved! PLEASE please
check your chicken coop for any holes and fix
them, if you want to save the lives of your
chickens! I thought our house would never have
a problem with the fox, since we're located
near the "inside of droef" / further away from
droef borders. The fox entered our chicken
coop from above, over 160 cm high (he needed
to jump).
Perico EldelosPalotes Caliwonkenobi 11 juni 11 uur 91

Hey droevendalers if we don't get the chicken killer trapped, we would need
to change the group picture for a more bloody one! I could show you a very
sad one of all our chickens slaughtered and decapitated in the shed! look
to the comments in yesterday post of Ellen
Stefan Förch It's illegal to trap foxes or martens in the Netherlands. You
might be able to call the municipality for a solution, but you're absolutely not allowed to take any action yourself.
Kiki Ubbink Besides, it's likely that the fox has a litter. If you
kill/trap one, you might kill 5. When the litter is old enough to wander on
their own, the fox is likely to avoid humans.
To prevent the genocides, we could close the chickenhouses and set up a
neighbourhoodwatch. The fox is regularly seen between 6 and 7 am, so having
a morningwalk can help a lot.

Killer fox: Interviews:
Dominique (107) – A silent funeral
I heard Poooktokiepokgroktttttok! I woke
up but with my sleepy head I when to the
dreamy atmosphere again. Oooo I should
have jumped up and go out because at 8
when I pulled the curtains open I saw 3

Johannes (91) – a victim feeling guilty
It’s a tragedy… I was going to feed the
chickens around 9 in the morning when I
saw I dead chicken laying in the chicken
house and I realized it immediately.”Der
Fuchs geht um!”.Ajajaj, the door was not
locked very well. I see the dead rooster and
some more dead chickens. When I see a
gnawed chicken head lying in the middle of
the lettuce I run back home, in shock. It
haunted me the whole day, I felt guilty, I
knew there were some problems with the
chicken house! We were not good chicken
mamas.
Droef 99 – a survivor house
Whole droevendaal was obsessed with this
killer fox. Everybody was afraid for their
chickens. I remember we blocked our
chicken house totally with pallets to keep
the fox out. Every morning to feed the chickens we had to remove the whole construction,
but our chickens survived!

chickens lying like this:
The droef killer fox was active this night
again… I run outside and checked the
chickencoop, all chickens were dead. But
then I heard something, a small “tok”
came out of the chicken house. I was flabbergasted! There was our broody chicken,
she survived!
The rest of the chickens we buried in the
garden with a minute of silence and the
national memorial trumpet song.

42 Katten voor Droevendaal
Samuel Everzwijnhethardlooptsne2015
In Droevendaal, once upon a time
There lived a cat called Sushi
Quite an independent beast
But not the only one She lived with Koçka, the diva
next to Joepie, the disturbed.
And Baileys the gestoord
Danced with hyperactive
Grolsch
Around Siepie, the
depressed.
Arwin, el Presidente
Faye, the spoiled Princess
Jamie Lenister, what a pretty
boy
The flamboyant Frutsel
Old dominant Willem
And dominant Felix
And Bruno the Black
Bosvos Twoface
And cuddle-monster Monster
Roesj the little thief
The night active Tijgertje
And Guido the tiger, this lazy bastard
Were marking their claims
Day and night, grey and red,
Black and white.
Then there was Nila, the chatty
Terrorized by the thief
Mysterious Elisabeth,
The colorful lady
And old lazy Karel, all by himself
And Taxi Mieow
And one called Karli
Spoilt in a good way,
Slow Joey, happy Ramses
Whom they called kind of gay
Minous and Moki
One eared and wild
They all lived with people
Whom they all kind of liked
The people brought food
And petted them well
These people seemed stupid
But useful as hell.
Not everycat liked
The ways as they were
Some called for revolution

For a magnificent leader:
Comrade Poekie who can't poo
“But wait”, Ponka said, “this is not true!
I sniffed his traces in my shoe!”
“A cat with shoes?”, Paprika winced
(Peppie had hunted his frog)
“It's Pussy in Boots!”,
Poes out-meowed
Poepoes and Puma far
from convinced
But too shy, they were,
to object aloud
Pieouw watched, big
eyed and weary
And Plume rolled in soft
hedge hog fur
Stayed dreaming of
crazy Lassie the
uncovered dog
And dreamt of those locked in their glasses
Axelothls, snails, snakes, water grasses
Of sticklebacks caught from the local ponds
And goldfishes with names, discussing in
circles
Bob said that maybe the best thing that can
happen to a fish is not to have a name, be free
of human attribution, free of memory.
Macchia agreed, shiny eyed
And the nameless gold fish mused:
“–“
“–“
“–“
That night, Gérard Dépardieu Garfield, also
known as the pimp, was visited by his old
friend Houdini. Houdini had found out, that
he was named after two chicken, and that
there was no fox, that the fox was actually
Chaplin, murdered by Charlie, living with an
old lady in Bennekom. After Gérards advice
to start a counter revolution, Houdini
resigned, that picky dictator. He thought this
was fair. He just walked away. No one saw
him again. But they say that some time he
will surely return, and that only one fairly
well bred nacked rat knows the date – and
how to keep secrets to himself

The Great...

This incredibly informative graph gives a small impression of the spread of names and species over space, while elegantly avoiding a confusion of the reader by being overly accurate or actually readable. If your pet is not represented
well we would like to apologize and blame the weather that left soaked like cats. Luckily we found shelter at 49.

Not a single house is pet free! If you were to randomly pick an animal from a Droef-House, chances are high it would
turn out to be a silverfish. Since our resources were limited, we had to restrict our inventory to “non-human-animals that
are provided with food and shelter intentionally by Droefians”.

... Cat Count

Here you see some evidence of the dramatic fox attack that shook the peace of Droefs’s chicken coops early this summer. Read all about in „The Droef killer fox“ in this issue! Nonetheless, chicken still make up the bulk of Droef-pets:

Only a fraction of these creatures are lucky enough to have a name, with a strange pias (sic!) in cat names:

Dear producer of valuable organic matter,
Together with this Droevendalia you get a
green bucket. And at our waste collecting
station at the entrance of Droevendaal, the
municipality placed a green container for
biodegradable/organic waste [in Dutch:
GFT]. This two items offer us the possibility to refine our waste stream management.
By digestion and composting, the once-aweek collected organic waste is turned into
gas and into soil enrichment. What is left
over, is burned in a controlled way. This
container accepts quite a lot:









Any food leftovers, raw or cooked,
including bones
Coffee filters, paper coffee pads,
paper tea bags (the staple is no
problem )
Egg scales, fruit peel
Flower leftovers/old flowers; small
garden waste
Hay, straw, sawdust, pet’s manure,
cat litter with eco-label [Kattenbakkorrels/grint met milieukeur]
Biodegradable plastics

However, this container does not like:









Hair, wool, cotton etc.
Big pieces of wood (more than 2
cm diameter); coal; burned wood;
painted wood
Larger quantities of oil and fat,
such as deep frying oil [frituurvet];
you can recycle this at Albert Heijn
in Bennekom.
Paper itself, vacuum cleaner bags,
diapers
Sand, stones, gravel, cat litter without eco-label
Modern nylon /PET teabags, plastic
cheese skins, and obviously all other non-organic materials

Almost every barrack at Droevendaal has
already its own compost processing facility, in different ways, with different ideas
about composting (or perhaps no plan at
all). However, all our composting piles or
bins are quite small, so we never reach
high composting temperatures that allow
the breakdown of, for example, orange
peels or biodegradable bags, unlike the
industrial composting plants. For some
barracks, it might also be important that
certain organic waste attracts rats. That’s
why we, as Droevendaal, asked for the
green container: so we can sustainably get
rid of organic matter we cannot, or
don’t want, to compost ourselves. The
green bucket might be useful to collect the
offDroef organic waste in our kitchens
without too much smell and flies. But indeed, you can also use it for totally different purposes .
Beside the household organic waste we
don’t want ourselves, one can also think
about garden weeds that we really don’t
want to multiply by its seeds (such as Japanese knotweed [Japanse duizendknoop]
(Fallopia japonica)): you better not put
them on your own compost heap, and
please also don’t put them on the big
woody compost heaps of the greengroup!

If the green container is full, please just put
your organic stuff in one of the normal
grey containers, not somewhere beside.
The world will survive, your sin will be
forgiven, and it saves quite some mess and
work for your fellow-Droevendalers who
try to keep the waste area tidy. The garbage collecting company will probably not
touch anything that is not in the containers.
The green container is placed as an experiment, to be evaluated somewhere coming
winter. Criteria: is it used, and is the content organic-only?
If you are a bit interested in good composting practices, you can Google: home composting guide or something similar. Abbreviated: use materials that do decompose in our sub-optimal circumstances (so
avoid citrus-peels and biodegradable bags;

there are different opinions about bananapeels, cooked food, residuals of pesticides
etc.; crush egg shells) and take care that the
pile has enough air exchange. Especially
kitchen waste tends to be wet and compact,
making the compost heap an anaerobic
peat-like conservation environment rather
than a process that produces nice-smelling
soil-like enrichment. Adding air-allowing
structure, like straw, and turning the
pile several times helps with the decomposing process. For the compost freaks:
adding straw-like materials, so a lot of cell
wall structure that still easily decomposes
itself, also brings more balance in the carbon-nitrogen ratio.
If you are really interested in good composting practices, perhaps you can write
something for the next Droevendalia?
Luc, 37

Used sources:
www.mijnafvalwijzer.nl/ - about garbage collection in this region, also in English
www.twence.nl/en/ - about the company that is finally processing our organic waste, also in English
www.gaiabodem.nl/Mest%20en%20compost/ - Based on a book about composting for large scale (organic)
farmers, in Dutch

De loodgieters laten van
zich horen

Internet on Droevendaal: current situation
As you probably know, our current Internetconnection, provided by WUR, will disappear sometime later this autumn. Idealis proposed the best possible alternative within their
context, but that proposal was rejected by 72%
of all Droevendalers that voted (#voters where
over 60% of the total Droef population). This
means that we have to find our own solution.

nearby Bennekom to Droevendaal, to have one
connection per barrack . It is possible to ask for
a feasibility study [haalbaarheidsonderzoek].
The chance on success is low, but if somebody
wants to spend a few hours on this topic during
business hours (as you will have to call), you
are welcome! There is a starting email available, in Dutch.

Meanwhile, at barrack 37 we tested an
alternative connection, based on
ADSL (used the telephone line, which
is in every barrack). For the way we
use Internet (email, FB, surfing, occasionally downloading a movie of enjoying a television or radio stream, Skype), the
noticeable difference with the WUR was quite
small, although it is a huge difference in
bandwidth. The only exception is uploading
bigger video’s, which takes really long. For
that reason, we will test a more advanced but
slightly more expensive VDSL (Very-highbitrate Digital Subscriber Line) as well. As we
are quite far from the telephone switchpoint
[wijkkast], the download speed will not increase that much but the upload should increase from 1 to 5 Mb/s. To be continued.

At ± the moment of printing this
Droevendalia, we will have a talk
with Idealis about practical issues
such as the use of the current network cables inside a barrack –
especially for desktop computers
without WiFi. To be continued as well.

@!

Another track is to find an interested company
that wants to extend the glassfiber network of

In case that we have to go for the
ADSL/VDSL option, there is also the question
if every barrack should organize it for its own
(which is by far the easiest option) or that we
should try to order something collectively,
which perhaps will give us lower price. However this asks for organisation and discipline of
every barrack. What is wisdom??
Do you have an opinion about anything?
Please send it to mayor@droevendaal.nl, or
share it on Facebook > Droevendaal Inhabitants. – Luc, 37

The internet test @ 37:










ADSL 20 MB by De Digitale stad, www.dds.nl (in Dutch)
Official download speed 20 Mb/s, in practice a bit less than 16 Mb/s. Postcode
check tells that a download of 26Mb/s should be possible.
Upload: 1Mb/s official, 0.8 in practice
Price: € 20.50 /month, plus the cost of the telephone line itself (minimal 9.00 /
month). You need to have or buy a modem
This (small) company has quite good conditions and an easy accessible helpdesk
Next test:vdsl2/ADSL 50 MB, expected download 26* 0.8 = 20.8 Mb/s; expected
upload 5Mb/s.
Price: € 22.50 / month
Important to know: ADSL and VDSL are technologies; De Digitale Stad is a
company, just as KPN, tele2, xs4all, Telfort etc etc. The prices above are per
connection, so in our case per barrack

Droef choir spring concert!

-8 June-

The love top 10
It was a warm evening in the end of spring. On the
small Island of Droevendaal the Droef choir gathered to sing ‘the love top 10’! Love because it’s
part of spring!
There were songs in different languages, from HeOxytocine, the love hormone
brew to French. And there we song with different emotions, from happy songs like ‘happy together’ to dramatic
songs like ‘Pavane’.
All with all a whole concert with as Grande finale the Titanic song: ‘my heart will go on’.
The end of the Droef choir of this year… The actors sank
into the water. The audience on the other side of the pond
was shocked by this incident! But luckily our Leonardo
came to life again and gave us a hug, full of mud.
The droef choir is carried on this summer and next year
by Tom. Tralala!
Every Monday, 20h in the common barrack.

Prikbord poetry

Quantify us: the 80 wanderers
Once living in Droevendaal, we all experience it: house dynamics. One evening there are
many people, the other evening there is no one to share a meal with. The one month the house
seems empty and it is hard to find anyone to cook for except yourself, the next month every
evening there is a great feast. All these things seem to change at random without us being able
to predict this, but is this true? Are we really dependent on random changes or can we already
predict when we will have company or when we need to search for it in other places?
In Droevendaal 81 it seems we can rely on prediction of how much people will eat at
home, in the graph below we can see how many times the housemates of 81 had lunch and
dinner at home in a month (so all dinners and lunches taken together).

Impressions of the Droef Garden Competition 2015
Judge Dredd:
The competition for the Grooviest Garden (“Tofste Tuin”) was tough this year and featured some
heavyweights, particularly in the fields of prettiest lawn and most edible biomass produced organically. The Jury was welcomed, heralded, serenaded, influenced, tempted and threatened but
has remained fair and balanced. As Judge Dredd,
my impressions of the Droef gardens this year
were the following:

As almost a standard, most houses grow beans of
some kind, strawberries, pumpkins, and have
fresh herbs in the garden: mint, sage, thyme are
popular. About a third of the houses are attempting to grow potatoes, some others are trying their
hand at courgette, while most houses have berries of some kind growing on bushes. Half
the houses are dealing with the humidity of the soil at droef by raising their vegetable
beds. Permaculture principles (the combining of different species in the same plot) are
pervasive but not the uniform standard: some retain oldfashioned single-crop row-planted
vegetable gardens, but “To each their own”, we say. Only a very few houses are “horticulturally challenged”. Some houses have a lack of enthousiastic gardeners, one really
has an oversized plot and not much desire to work in the garden, another has an undersized plot and no room to expand, while some houses have new inhabitants who do not yet
feel comfortable to undertake the task of reclaiming a garden from Mother Nature: She's a
Wild One!.

But of course a garden is more than just the stuff you grow in it. There are some very fine
lawns this year, particularly house #59 and #33 do well, as do #71, #31 #53 although
these last three are actually hidden behind their own house - you should take a peek if they
ever throw a garden party. A garden can also have an appealing “Genius Loci”, a partic-

ular atmosphere where you enjoy the space, the people or the event. Some gardens present
a very intriguing narrative, as did #49 and #95. Not everybody is into working in the
earth, and some nice work has been done renewing chicken coops at #89, cutting trees
down for more light. Campfire places have always existed at droef, and some houses, #31
and #79 (the Sporthouse) are in the process of renewing them. #93 and #95 are in the
process of cutting down
their shared berrybushes and replacing it
with a shared lawn.
In making the hard decision which house has
won the Challenge Trophy for this year (and
which house is runnerup), I had to bring in
outside help: I present …
… Lady Envy:
Being brought in as an objective external judge, I have to say that the first thing that really impressed me was the amount of thought and energy Droevies put in their gardens.
Each time I visit Droef, my general impression is that of shoulder-high weeds taking over
the grass, some rusty furniture chucked in the middle, and more isn't needed to have a
nice place to drink a beer, socialize and enjoy. However, after getting tours through all
gardens, I see I couldn't have been more wrong. Sure, gardens at Droevendaal are a place
for enjoyment, relaxation as well as a good place to socialize in general, but they turned
out to be so much more. It is a place people with a green thumb or ecology-related studies
directly use all they learnt at university: permaculture, nitrogen-binding crops, crop rotation systems are thoughtfully applied to optimize the growth of yummy veggies, and the
social factor goes far beyond enjoying a cold beer together on a warm summer's night. In
quite many houses, housemates motivate each other to work in the garden and to make it a
place everybody can enjoy: Often it is a perfect blend of the requirements of everyone in
the house. In some houses, that means it is primarily a place to sit, chat, eat outside and

have campfires, in other houses that means gardening in the vegetable patch with everybody, build a pool together, garden furniture, greenhouses, and more often than not it is a
place that has all of the above, turning all the different preferences that are found among
housemates to reality.

Winner:
# 37

Thus we as the jury come to the
conclusion that a garden is the
spatial outcome of a social process of a house as a whole. To
sum our experiences, we were

Runnerup:

most impressed by the activities
of house #37 overall.

#53
The most enthusiastic gardener
Joana has found ways to involve
other housemates in the garden as well. We found this garden has everything, from the
sublime to the mundane, well-kept sitting areas for large groups, tiny perches for the early
spring-sun (or late autumn), decoration, vegetable production, shade for the sun in sum-

mer days. A simple way to include other housemates involved markers of what vegetable
grows where, so that also the less-knowledgeable gardeners felt invited to take part in
harvesting on occasion, that in our opinion indicates an understanding of what it is like to
live together with different

characters, with different inter-

ests and knowledge-levels,

and yet motivate each other to

take part in the gardening.

We further declare house #53

the runner up. The main gar-

dener impressed us with his

narrative of the compromise:

again, different housemates

desire different things, and the

less garden-oriented house-

mates desired a party. The main

gardener took this into ac-

count and the result is a com-

promise garden that features an expansive lawn, to host a big party on every year. Despite
this, it also has a vegetable garden, smartly hidden away behind some berry-bushes, so
that the party doesn’t crash into your pumpkin patch. This combination of desires, we felt,
deserved the second prize.

Go take a look at these gardens! In addition to the prize from Idealis, the Jury has awarded
two Trophies, a golden and a silver lawn ornament. The idea is that these shall be awarded
next year to another house. We also recommend to drool over these and hatch your battleplan for next year!
Greetings, Judge Dredd and Lady Envy

House-by-House:
#31 Nice to see in this garden, was the
fact that they really allocated several
patches of garden to work on in the coming year; they made a nice wheel with
fresh herbs, and several patches with
vegetables, such as rhubarb. It is quite
smart to divide the garden in such a
manner, since the often enormous gar-

31: lawn

dens at Droef can be accompanied by the risk that gardeners want to do too much when
initiating a new garden plan, making it difficult to realize. This way, they will be able
enjoy their field (and newly relocated seating area in a sun-rich spot), as well as creating
well-organised vegetable patches.

#33 This garden was a nice mixture of a well-organised vegetable garden in front of the
house, followed by a seating area and a spacious campfire-spot in the back. The inhabitants had put a lot of effort on making a fine-structured wood wall, also to prevent straying
neighbours stomping through the garden and destroying the grass on their way to the road.
A nice feature was the fact
that a knowledgeable forestand nature conservationer in
the house paid attention to
give space to the development of bugs and interesting
wild plant species.

#35 Upon entering this garden, the first impression is
that it breathes 'gezelNursery 35

ligheid'. Comfortable couches grouped around a coffee table,

decorations in the form of stolen signs shouting things about either coffee or guidelines on
how to behave in a natural area. On the way to the back garden, you pass a multilayered
herb-wheel, but the real hard-core gardening takes place in the back, where there are vegetable patches galore. They are also busy building a spiffy new greenhouse, and make the
best of their space having created a joined campfire-area with #45.

#37 Another garden that really integrates the different wishes of all inhabitants. One very
eager roommate took it upon herself to create efficient vegetable patches (even taking the
height of different crops into account, this creating the optimal sun-shade ratio for each
crop). Those were smartly located, leaving a nice central space to sit in the shade, an eat-

ing area and a newly relocated compost heap, causing one of the judges to remark: this
garden simply has everything. Another nice touch was that miss green thumb placed cards
in front of all veggies, with the goal to create better communication towards her roommates, so they would know where to harvest which crop.

#39 Enormous garden, accompanied with enormous motivation. After a period of low upkeep, one person has taken the
initiative to clear the garden
again. He showed us many ambitious projects, in which he
cleared the area and means to
make a variety of vegetable
gardens. It was good to see all
this fresh energy, however, the

39 requests help

judges would like to warn this
house not to try too much, especially if it mostly comes down to the efforts of one person:
It might be best to assign plans to certain areas and completely focus on realizing those,
since the whole garden might simply be too much. Or perhaps it's possible to form an alliance with a neighbouring house, that has not been bestowed with a big garden of itself,
but does have enthusiastic inhabitants (#43, perhaps?). Lastly, the ingenious system to use
the warmth of a campfire to heat a hot-tub deserves a special mention.

#41 Cool garden, nicely divided patches of strawberry and rhubarb, a small greenhouse,
and a field of grass giving way to a campfire area. The pool has to be cleaned for summer,
but afterwards it will be sure to provide ample enjoyment. Nice feature was the hidden
badminton-field, giving the possibility to practice another beloved holiday-sport.

#43 This house has a modest little garden in the front, and another small patch to the side.
Nonetheless, its inhabitants have made a nice little wood wall, and use the space in front
of the house to grow vegetables and grapes. The hen-house could use some attention,

since the chickens are now able to
jump the fence.

#45 When you first enter the garden, you see a nicely crafted henhouse, sided by some vegetable
gardens, in which anti-root fabric
was again smartly applied. An
arch made of branches leads into
the joint campfire-pit area with
#35. Especially cool feature and

43 has too little space

unique for this house was the specially created snake-habitat by the side of the house,
which, according to the inhabitants, is expected to harbour snakes 'any day now'.

#47 This garden
had come up
with their own
solution to cope
with the often
wet grounds of
Droevendaal, by
raising the vegetable beds, leaving narrow
channels in between for drainage. They also
created an overgrown arch.

47: raised beds

#49This garden was introduced to the jury using an african concept of gardening: every
thing in life should feature some things you love, some things you fear, and some things in
between. It features a jungle to fear, a lovely sitting area and art in the garden, and well-

weeded vegetable garden to love, with a bench to sit on looking over the garden, to rest
after the hard work of weeding. The bridge to their neighbours was already mentioned last
year in the Royal proceedings of the Droef Garden Historical Committee.

#51 Nicely kept garden, with lots of veggies. The judges, like with so many other gardens,
were happy to see the thought put into it, with neatly structured lettuce species and other
veggies, a greenhouse that was craftily made from plastic sheet, and anti-root fabric keeping a strip of strawberries weed-free.

# 53 As we as judges already gave away, nothing warms our hearts more than seeing how
different wishes of housemates are integrated into one big garden plan. This was something that could really be seen at #53, where a big field was cleared due to the inhabitants'
wishes to throw garden parties, but a vegetable patch can also be found at the side of the
lawn, giving roommates with green thumbs the needed space to garden to their heart's
content. Bushes of a variety of berries shielded the lower vegetable patches from the lawn
area, and a sneaky path behind the henhouse led to a hidden newly-made garden
patch.

#55 Of the more recent changes to their
garden was the removal of watery couches
to the large waste container, revealing a
bumblebee nest. To protect these nonsolitary living bumblebees, they decided to
build a beautiful artwork over it to indicate
to unsuspecting visitors to stay clear. It
remains to be seen how well it will hold
up at their first gardenparty.

#57 The house seemed united in an effort
to use the enormous amount of available
57: mushrooms!

space to grow veggies, thereby creating a

garden that is full of veggies, herbs, and even a space with tree trunks, growing a variety
of edible mushrooms. It was quite impressive to see the house united by a common goal,
especially after one of the inhabitants confided that they never had to buy any veggies all
throughout summer. Our compassion goes out to their chickens, who were regretfully
slaughtered the evening previous to the competition.
#59 – Honorary Mention
Without a shadow of a doubt The Most Ordered Garden. Louise has worked very hard
every year, making a plan beforehand using her experience as a landscape architect to
make the most of the garden. The materials are all recycled and re-used, and the plants are

59 tidy recreation & production

all grown from seeds or bulbs, not bought. Their lawn alone deserves a Honorary Mention. Louise also thought about how the garden can live on with people less enthused
should she ever leave, and has modified the garden so that future housemates are inspired
by an intuitive layout and feel inclined to take up gardening.

#61 Is probably the house that made the most of the big-waste container, by dumping their
entire Piano into it in the last few days that it was available, and cleaning up their garden
in general. The wall of green at the southwest side conveniently shields from nosey eyes
while allowing the high-angled summersun to shine down brightly at the sitting area. Runs
a risk of exhausting the soil of their garden by keeping the vegetable patch in the same
place for many a year. Has cleaned up their fireplace beautifully with a woodchippath to
the woodstorage. Has an organic mobile grasscutter (to rent, presumably).

#65 With some new housemates come different activities. Several planted flower bulbs
which flowered this spring were witnessed by an earlier visit. A new sitting area has been
discovered at the back, and one of the newest housemates has built a Huge dinner-gardentable. This is an interesting new element added to the garden. Another new housemate
started clearly defined vegetable patches; first to please a lonesome gardener, by now also
to enjoy the fruits of their labour. Grows Wheat!

#67 The large expanse of lawn is
still the most impressive feature,
but not as tightly
cut as a few years
ago. The chickenhouse a hidden
gem. Of course the
outside looks impressive with its
bright colours (a
recent job, wondered

Colourful coop 67

the judges?) but the
ingenious system of closing the coop with a
magnet deserves a special mention. This garden is enjoyed almost every evening in the
summertime, their sitting area is central to
communal feeling and almost a second living
room.
#69 Front lawn still features the “small oak -forest”. The back garden struggles with
maintenance but has also some new interesting fenched-in vegetable patches. Can become
one of the big producers of vegetables with a little more involvement.

#71 Another pearl of a garden, hidden well away between nice hedges even though it is
tucked in between the roads. You can see that this garden creates spaces for different activities; a lawn to chill out, while also maintaining a sizeable vegetable garden. Particularly interesting is the huge wooden block that doubles as a table.

#79 Clear choice by the people who live in this house to not do a lot of work in their garden (the sporthouse with a lot of Tartletos athletes). The jury approves of their focus to
limit their activity, as everything you start also requires maintenance. Of note: even these
athletes appreciate to sit in the garden in the evening, and have just sown in new grass to
make it possible. Interesting to see where the Albert Heijn Moestuin shall take them this
year... (for the inquisitive detectives, see if you can spot em.)

#81 These gardeners
went the most allout to please the
jury: a serenade, a
rhubarbpie, some
herbal tea, and some
sage to brush your
teeth afterwards.
These proud landowners of an extensive estate harvested
a fresh radish, just
for the judge to enjoy. Great atmosphere! Well done!

Teeth brushing with sage 81

#87 The inspirational garden of this house was the origin point for last years' Droef Theatre. This year it featured some great jamming by two electric guitar heroes. Their backyard
is actually a great restful place, you wouldn't expect this house so close to the front to
have that!

#89 That a garden reflects the character of a house is apparent here: a playful garden for a
playful house. Until recently these chickens were the most liberated, as their chicken coop
had a sunroof. [edit: apparently a fox or other predator got in via that sunroof last week
and killed two chickens. Not such a good idea after all.]

#91 This garden was horticulturally challenged last year, with a neighbours' tree providing
a lot of shade, but since that tree has been cut down this year, suddenly the garden has
opened up. The most enthusiastic gardener makes little spaces for other housemates to try
out their green fingers. The fireplace at the back is a bit overgrown but that was due to the
recent growth sprint half may.

#93 The top concept for this garden is healing and medicine. All housemates are contributing to the garden in their own way. Some in this house grow calendula in the garden,
while others have made shampoo and ointments from the plant last year. Soap is also
made here and the creative mind used oils from avocado and/or oliveoil and sodium hydroxide to make it.

#95 A smart story can sell a garden very well. The romantic narrative featured strongly
here: One relationship lasting since the planting of a rose, and as the rose grow, so did the
relationship. Good work on growing a new grassy field together with their neighbour, #93,
so the garden becomes more open and welcoming.

#99 Has a shared fireplace with 97, and a grassy sitting area. Recently built an underground (or sunken) greenhouse: this allows the gardeners to drain their crops in the greenhouse better, but also make it possible to have the tomatoes more accessible with a lowered path. Must have been a lot of work.

#101 Also has built an underground greenhouse, and has a significant amount of hammocks. Ideal for chilling. The chickenhouse has been removed for more plants. Owns rabbits.

#103 Probably the best feature of the garden is its nice grass in the front lawn; a beautiful
colour green.

#105 This garden has known better days of yore: new people arrived in the house this year
and are yet to get enthused for gardening. The garden had formerly hugelkultur patches,
with a keyhole garden in the back: an efficient way to minimize the acreage of paths and
maximize the acreage of produce-producing land. Features a well-used sitting area together with the neighbours.

#107 Maintains a shared porch entrance with 105, which is doing great after some reconstruction. Has had a chicken hospital for sick chickens – to keep them away from the
healthy ones – and the garden featured a crop-protection system for their lettuce.

Het leven dan de stilte
In stilte ruik je meer, dus waarom praten
De ervaring van de dag, beleeft al genoeg geheugengaten
Beleef de stilte, zonder de ogen te sluiten
Kijk en zie, ruik die geuren, ga naar buiten
Weg uit de wereld van spraak. Het woord
Is al in je gedachten, dus gooi het niet over boord
Het antwoord komt naar je oren,
zonder één geluid te maken
Zie de nuance door de lucht gaan
En verbaas je, over de wonderwereld van stil zijn
Het woord is maar één realiteit
Beleef, het leven van de stilte
-Kris van ’t Klooster-

De herstvlucht
Het blad zweeft in de wind, elk op zijn eigen manier
Zwevend en dartelend, of met rust, als een glijvlucht
De ander agressief, liever omhoog, dan niet
De auto glijdt voorbij, met een wolk nieuwe vluchtelingen in de lucht
Niet sierlijk zoals oorspronkelijk van de boom.
Een meter of wat, veel verder komen ze niet
Maar dán, met een zucht, en daar gaan ze
Op reis naar ver van hier
Hoe ver zullen ze komen, deze vluchtelingen van de herfst?
De auto's helpen, maar ook niet.
Beide kanten gaan ze op.
En al die meters heen,
Gaat die weer terug
De vluchteling stoeit, waarheen te gaan?
Niemand die helpt, iedereen duwt, iedereen trekt.
En als de winter komt, niets
Niet verder gekomen.
Kou, uitzichtloosheid.
Allemaal samen en toch alleen.
Wie kijkt er naar deze bladeren?
Wie ziet ze staan?
Waar is het kind,
die al spelend alle bladeren verzameld?
Het kind die ze ziet.
Het kind die ze meeneemt naar huis.
Het kind, gefascineerd door alle kleuren.
En ze een thuis geeft, al is het maar voor één dag.
De herfstvluchteling is gezien.
-Kris van ’t Klooster-

World of Wanderlust!
As you might have noticed the Droeffest committee has been formed once
again. The committee has been having clandestine meetings with danger for
their own live. This has resulted in many enlightening ideas for the programm
for the fest.
With the theme Wanderlust we want to take you on an adventurous journey
through a world of theatre, dance, music, food, drinks and fun.
Do you want to have the honour of participating in this yearly event, put on your
hiking shoes and subscribe yourself at droeffest@gmail.com.
Share your special powers with us.
Many hands make light work.

